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Suspend of trading of National Cable and Wire Manufacturing Company (WIREO)’s, as of
31/03/2024 due to its failure to correct its position within the deadline granted to it and
achieve the conditions of listing in the Second Market..

Suspend the trading of Amwaj Properties Company (AMWJO) as of 31/03/2024, due to its
failure to correct its position within the deadline granted to it and achieve the conditions of
listing in the Second Market.

Suspend trading in Jordan Kuwait Bank (1) bonds three working days before the maturity date
of interest on the bonds, which matures on 23/03/2024, as of 19/03/2024, trading in the
corporate bonds shall be resumed as of 24/03/2024.

Resume the shares of United Cable Industries Company (UCIC) at the ASE, as of
18/03/2024. due to the company providing the ASE with the results of the General Assembly
meeting, which held on 14/03/2024.

Continuation of suspending the trading of United Cable Industries Company (UCIC) at the
ASE, as of 17/03/2024, due the company's failure to provide the ASE with the results of the
General Assembly meeting, which held on 14/03/2024.

Suspend the trading of Blue Stone (Jordan) Investments (BSTI) Company at the ASE, as of
17/03/2024 until further notice.

List the 2nd issue of Treasury Bonds for the year 2024, the maturity date is 09/01/2029; with a
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total value of JD100 million and JD1000 par value with 6.440% interest rate, as of
17/03/2024.

List the 1st issue of Treasury Bonds for the year 2024, the maturity date is 07/01/2029; with a
total value of JD150 million and JD1000 par value with 6.490% interest rate, as of
17/03/2024.

Change the Company full name and short name (Arabic & English) from “Sheba Metal
Casting" to “Sheba Renewable Energy” and Change the sector of the company from the
“Engineering and Construction” to “Utilities and Energy” due to change on its objectives in
the articles of association and memorandum of association, as of 12/03/2024. Noting that the
Company’s code (141223) will remain the same without and change.

  

February

Delist the 21 million share/JD of Rum Group for Transportation & tourism Investment (RUMM)
Company and allowed it for trading at Over the Counter (OTC) market as of 03/03/2024, with
a floated Price.

Suspension of trading in shares of Rum Group for Transportation & tourism Investment
(RUMM) Company’s, as of 29/02/2024 due its failed to comply with listing conditions in the
Second Market.

Floating the Opening Price of Central Electricity Generating (CEGEO) Company Shares as of
25/02/2024.

Delist the 3 million share/JD of Intermediate Petrochemicals Industries (IPCH) Company and
allowed it for trading at Over the Counter (OTC) market as of 15/02/2024, with a floated Price.
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Suspension of trading in shares of Intermediate Petrochemicals Industries (IPCH)
Company’s, as of 14/02/2024. due its failed to comply with listing conditions in the Second
Market.

Change the Company's full name and short name (Arabic & English) from EFG-Hermes
Jordan Company to “United Financial Group Brokerage Company “and changing its short
name from Hermes to Financial Group at the ASE, as of 01/02/2024. 

  

January

Resume trading the shares of Bindar trading & Investment (BIND), as of 25/01/2024, with a
floated reference price. 

List the 19th issue of the National Electricity Company’s Bonds, the maturity date is
30/08/2028; with a total value of JD50 million and JD1000 par value with 6.850% interest rate,
as of 18/01/2024.

List the 18th issue of the National Electricity Company’s Bonds, the maturity date is
28/08/2026; with a total value of JD100 million and JD1000 par value with 6.950% interest
rate, as of 18/01/2024.

Transfer the trading of Jordanian Mutual Funds Management (FUND) Company's shares,
from the second Market to Over-the-Counter Market (OTC) as of 16/01/2024 according to its
latest reference price for failing to pay the due charges, the company shall be traded in the
OTC Market for no less than three months. .
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List the 28th issue of Treasury Bonds for the year 2023, the maturity date is 16/11/2028; with
a total value of JD150 million and JD1000 par value with 6.880% interest rate, as of
08/01/2024.

List the 27th issue of Treasury Bonds for the year 2023, the maturity date is 13/11/2028; with
a total value of JD150 million and JD1000 par value with 6.899% interest rate, as of
08/01/2024.

List the 26th issue of Treasury Bonds for the year 2023, the maturity date is 08/11/2028; with
a total value of JD100 million and JD1000 par value with 6.879% interest rate, as of
08/01/2024.

List the 25th issue of Treasury Bonds for the year 2023, the maturity date is 30/10/2028; with
a total value of JD100 million and JD1000 par value with 6.999% interest rate, as of
08/01/2024.

List the 24th issue of Treasury Bonds for the year 2023, the maturity date is 24/10/2028; with
a total value of JD50 million and JD1000 par value with 6.992% interest rate, as of
08/01/2024.

List the 23rd issue of Treasury Bonds for the year 2023, the maturity date is 19/10/2026; with
a total value of JD125 million and JD1000 par value with 6.970% interest rate, as of
08/01/2024.

List the 23rd issue of Treasury Bonds for the year 2023, the maturity date is 19/10/2026; with
a total value of JD125 million and JD1000 par value with 6.970% interest rate, as of
08/01/2024.

List the 22nd issue of Treasury Bonds for the year 2023, the maturity date is 10/10/2026; with
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a total value of JD100 million and JD1000 par value with 6.969% interest rate, as of
08/01/2024.

List the 21ST issue of Treasury Bonds for the year 2023, the maturity date is 08/10/2026; with
a total value of JD100 million and JD1000 par value with 6.967% interest rate, as of
08/01/2024.

List the 20th issue of Treasury Bonds for the year 2023, the maturity date is 03/10/2028; with
a total value of JD200 million and JD1000 par value with 6.849% interest rate, as of
08/01/2024.

List the 19th issue of Treasury Bonds for the year 2023, the maturity date is 19/09/2028; with
a total value of JD100 million and JD1000 par value with 6.734% interest rate, as of
08/01/2024.

List the 18th issue of Treasury Bonds for the year 2023, the maturity date is 13/09/2028; with
a total value of JD150 million and JD1000 par value with 6.699% interest rate, as of
08/01/2024.

List the 17th issue of Treasury Bonds for the year 2023, the maturity date is 07/09/2028; with
a total value of JD100 million and JD1000 par value with 6.655% interest rate, as of
08/01/2024.

List the 16th issue of Treasury Bonds for the year 2023, the maturity date is 04/09/2026; with
a total value of JD100 million and JD1000 par value with 6.828% interest rate, as of
08/01/2024.

Suspension of trading in shares of Jordanian Mutual Funds Management (FUND) in the ASE
as of 02/01/2024, until it pays all due changes.
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